
0662 / 0663Moon

Ilja Huber conceived the design for the Moon handle by 
observing the first moments of a lunar eclipse, just when 
the Earth’s shadow hides part of its silhouette. 
A complement that radiates elegance and transfers the 
captivating force of the night sky to interiors that seek 
sophistication through pure, essential shapes.

ALUMINIUM

Designer: Ilja Huber

For many years, traditional wood-turning mills were 
one of the most important industries in our region, the 
Ges Valley (Barcelona). Many of them specialised in 
the manufacture of games, similar to the legendary 
Burr puzzle with its refined shapes, which inspired the 
designer Ilja Huber to create the Duo handle.

0670 / 0668Duo Big
ALUMINIUM + WOOD

Designer: Ilja Huber

Model No.: 0665 / 0671

Finishes: OAK

WALNUT

OAK MATT 
BLACK LACQUERED

Lengths: 418,5 / 1026,5 mm

“Luv”, a word widely used in sailing, means “against 
the wind” in German and is the source of inspiration for 
this handle which reminds us of smooth undulating lines 
as found on sails and barges. The Kaschkasch studio 
describes it as an elegant handle with an organic spirit 
and a playful touch.

0665 / 0671Luv Wood
WOOD

Designer: Kaschkasch

Model No.: 0670 / 0668

Finishes: LAVA GREY + OAK

LAVA GREY + WALNUT

MATT BLACK + OAK 
MATT BLACK LACQUERED

Lengths: 536 / 1016 mm

Model No.: 0662 / 0663

Finishes: STAINLESS STEEL LOOK

BRUSHED BRASS CAVA

BRUSHED BLACK

Lengths: 424 / 1096 mm

Our door handles are perfect for integral interior design 
projects. They are characterized by their diameters greater 
than 20 mm that stand out for their aesthetic strength, 
becoming decorative pieces.

One side system

Back to back system

They come in back to back and also one side 
installation system.

Doors that integrate 
the beauty of wood
The long handles made of certified wood, in oak 
and matte black lacquered oak, fill the doors 
on which they are installed with personality and 
warmth. Its organic essence perfectly complements 
interior design projects that seek to integrate the 
beauty of natural materials into interior spaces.

Certified wood

More information in the Viefe knobs and handles catalogue.
Consult assembly instructions in our digital showroom 
www.viefe.presscloud.com
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Come in! Discover our new category of 
door hardware with long models created for 
sliding, passage and large cupboard doors.


